Spacepond
Spacepond is a video slot game with regular gameplay and a bonus game. The slot
contains 5 reels (3 rows and 20 paylines).
Prizes are won when
matching symbols in
any position on three or
more reels if in
succession from
leftmost to right.
Each symbol has its
own value. To check the
symbol’s value, look at
the “basic symbols” and
“diamond symbols”
which you can find
through the “i” button in
the lower left hand
corner. Only the highest
win per payline will be paid.

Gameplay
First determine the bet. Bets can be increased or decreased at ‘Coin Value’ in the
games’ bottom left hand corner. The bet as shown in Coin Value is the bet per
payline. The ‘Total Bet’ is the bet times the amount of paylines, which is 20 paylines.

Max Bet
The highest possible bet per payline is € 5,00 and since there are 20 paylines, the
total bet would then be €100,00 (maximum bet). A ‘max bet’ can be set manually by
setting a € 5,00 bet per payline. A max bet can be switched off by decreasing the
bet per payline at ‘Coin Value’.

Wild Symbol
Wild symbols substitute all other symbols except for
scatter symbols. If a Wild symbol has fallen, it will move
to another place on the reels during the next spin. In
order for your Wild to move, you are not allowed to
change your bet. When you do, the Wild will not move
during the next spin.

Bonus Game
When you have collected 25 Monsters and/or Evolved Monsters and the pink meter
on the left of the slot is full, you will enter a bonus game and you will receive 5 free
bonus spins. If you would like to see how many monsters you have collected, look
at the progress meter on the left. Before the bonus game starts, you get to choose
one symbol that will be Wild during the entire bonus game. During the bonus game
there will only be monsters on the reels. The point value will be the average of your
betting during the collecting of the monsters while playing with your balance. All
monsters have the same prize value as displayed below.

Scatter
If the scatter symbol appears 3 or more times on the
reels, you earn 5 free spins. 3 or more scatters can
appear even during free spins.

Monster Takeover
When you have a diamond payline, a monster takeover will be triggered
sometimes. An Evolved Monster Symbol in the color of your diamond win will take
over the other Monster Symbols.
See the values of the symbols in the image below.

Return To Player (RTP)
96,92%

